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Tips To Improve Your Snickerdoodle
Cookie Recipe
Studying
By Yoab Yosef
________________
Are you trying to get that A on
your next test or improve your
overall grade? The key is
studying. Studying is vital to the
improvement of classes and
doing better in school. But there
are right and wrong ways of
doing so; here are ten tips to
help you.
1. Get your blood pumping
Just walking around and
repeating information can help
with memorization. This could
range from walking around to
jumping jacks. This will help
pump blood to your brain, and
in turn, you will remember
things better.

By Daniel Pokrifka
___________________

1. Heat oven to 400ºF.
2. Mix 1 ½ cups sugar, ½ cup of
softened butter, ½ cup of
shortening, and 2 eggs in large
bowl. Stir in 2 ¾ cups of all
purpose flour, 2 teaspoons of
cream of tartar, 1 teaspoon of
baking soda, and ¼ teaspoon of
salt.
3. Shape dough into 1 ¼ inch
balls. Mix ½ cup sugar and 2

Civil War
By Zachary Christiansen
_____________________
Last time we saw Razor achieve
a new form and completely
annihilate a Heartless, but he is
unable to control his new form
and is currently in a state of
unending rage.
Razor let out a huge roar and
began to charge at Roxas, who
was currently in the form of a
wolf. When Roxas saw Razor
running towards him, he braced
himself to counterattack. When
Razor and Roxas clashed, they
both hit each other with enough
force to kill. As the two grappled
with each other they would
scratch, claw, and bite. When
the two separated, blood was
dripping from their cuts and

STUDY TIPS CONT.

COOKIE RECIPE CONT.

2. Use a clear font if you are
reading
Make sure that you can actually
read what you are trying to
study. Use a font that is easy to
understand and big enough to
read. This will help make your
studying easier.

teaspoons of cinnamon. Roll the
cookie dough balls in cinnamon
sugar mixture. Place each of
them 2 inches apart on an
ungreased cookie sheet. Bake 8
to 10 minutes or until set.
Remove from cookie sheet to
wire rack.
Enjoy!
__________________________

3. Repeat what you read out
loud
Repeating things out loud
stimulates different areas of
your brain and helps you
remember better than just
reading alone. So try reading
what you have to study aloud,
and understand what you read,
so it registers in your brain.
4. Reward yourself for getting
answers right
Rewarding yourself provides an
incentive for working hard and
getting the answers correct, so
the better you do, the more you
are rewarded. Try small candies
like Gummies or chocolate. The
small amount of sugar could
also help keep you focused.
5. Keep distractions minimal
Put your phone away, or on
silent. Texts from friends and
notifications can distract you
from your work and lead you to
stop studying. If you are
working on a laptop, only keep
tabs open that are relevant to
your work.

SAT
By George Aziz
_______________
According to the book Yes You
Can: “The SAT is the nation's
most widely used admissions
test among colleges and
universities.” It tests students'
knowledge of subjects that are
necessary for college success:
reading, writing, and
mathematics, which means it is
a test that is testing you from
when you first started school to
your last year of high school.
And it is really hard to study for
the SAT. Howeve,r there are a
few things you can do to help
you get ready for the SAT. The
SAT is not like other tests; there
are no study guides for you to
look at, but there are websites
to help you prepare for the SAT,
such as Khan Academy and
College board. The SAT is a
timed test, so you will need to

wounds. Roxas lunged towards
Razor, latching onto him with
his
CIVIL WAR CONT.

giant teeth. Razor roared in pain
and grabbed Roxas with his
claws and threw him off, but
Roxas ripped off a piece of the
flesh on Razor’s neck in the
process. This weakened him
extremely. Roxas then
transformed himself back into a
giant gorilla and threw another
punch at Razor, sending him
flying against a wall, knocking
him out in the process. After
this a purple beam surrounded
Razor, turning him back into his
human form, but he was still
unconscious.

After the rest of the team were
able to walk, they returned to
the base with the still
unconscious Razor. Three days
passed and Razor was still
unconscious, but he finally woke
up after the fourth day of being
in his comatose state. When he
woke up he was greeted with
Roxas standing above him with
his keyblade to his neck. He sat
there with a blank face staring
back at Roxas.
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know how to manage your time
while taking the test. An easy
and efficient way to help you
study for it is to take a SAT
practice test you find online
and time yourself to help get
better at time management.

6. Take Breaks
Your brain needs time to
process information, so divide
your studying into intervals. For
the most efficient use of your
time, use intervals of 15 mins.
Just be sure not to stop studying Below you there are a few
until you are finished.
websites to help you for your
studying for the SAT. For Khan
Academy, you can start taking
practice tests to help you
improve in your timing, your
vocab, and your test taking
strategies. For College Board, it
is similar to Khan Academy
because they are actually
7. Study with friends, but stay
working together, so you will
on task
have the same experience you
Studying with your friends can
have in Khan Academy. And last
help make your studying more
but not least we have Quizlet,
entertaining and fun, but make
which helps you in your vocab.
sure to stay on task. Have fun
Quizlet takes words that are in
but not too much fun.
the SAT and puts it into
flashcards and tests you to
8. Teach what you learned to
improve your vocabulary.
someone else
GOOD LUCK!
Teaching what you're studying
https://www.khanacademy.org/
can also help stimulate your
test-prep/sat,
brain and memorization. It
https://collegereadiness.college
doesn’t have to be a person, it
board.org/sat
could be a pillow or stuffed
https://quizlet.com/402/100-m
animals.
ost-common-sat-words-flash-ca
rds
9. Get enough sleep
__________________________
Don’t stay up all night studying.
This may seem like a good
option, but it is incredibly
counterproductive. Plan out
your studying times, so you

“Get off of me!” Razor
demanded.
CIVIL WAR CONT.

“How do I know we can trust
you?” Roxas replied.
“What do you mean?” Razor
asked.
“I don't think he remembers
what happened,” Jamie said.
“What do you mean, what
happened?” Razor asked.
They explained what happened
during the heartless attack.
Razor sat there in his bed with a
horrified look on his face.
“I. . .”
Roxas began to cry before he
could finish what he wanted to
say.
“Its ok, you were out of control,
but don’t worry I’m going to
teach you how to control your
new power,” Roxas said.
“All we need to do is acquire a
beast stone, or in your case it's
called a dragon stone.”
“What’s a dragon stone?” Jamie
asked.
“It's a powerful gem that will
help Razor control his power to
turn into a dragon and his
elemental power,” Roxas
explained.
What do you mean elemental
power?” Isaac asked.
“Razor has the power of water
and shadows. You’ve only used
your water power, but I've seen
you harness your power of
shadow before, when you were
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have enough time for a good
rest and plenty of time to study.
10. Don't stress out
If you are stressed out about
your work, calm down; one test
won't make or break you. Just
try your best and make sure to
keep a cool head.

Keys to Success in Each of
Your Classes at Judson
Kevin Shi interviewed
different Judson teachers for
specific tips for success in
each of their classes. Check
out what he learned!

General Tips:
- Do your homework.
- Pay attention to what
teachers say in the
Hopefully, these tips help you
class.
- Whenever you have
study better and prepare you
trouble, ask for help.
for your next big test!
__________________________ English 9, English 10,
Journalism, and World
Literature
Fall Sports
- Check your Google
Classroom everyday
By: Josh Clancy
- Annotations have a
________________
strong weight on your
grades
The Volleyball and Football
Start writing
season has come to an end and
was a big success. The Volleyball
assignments early, the
girls season record was 12-3.
sooner the better
Our Judson girls Volleyball team Geometry
collaborated with Waldorf to
- Spatial understanding
form a team. The boys Football
- Vocabulary
team did this too and had a
- Theorem postulates
season record of 2-2-1.
Precalculus
Coach Carla Lind was the
- Understanding
coach for the volleyball team
Trigonometry
and all the girls enjoyed the
Calculus BC
season. Maddie Chen said, “It
- Should remember the
was a great season but it was
things learned in
too bad to lose in the playoffs.”
Algebra 2,
Precalculus, and
Calculus AB.

fighting with your sword,” Roxas
said.
CIVIL WAR CONT.

“Thank you, I'm glad we are
able to trust you,” Razor said
with his eyes still full of tears.
__________________________

Places To Go For
Christmas
By Daniel Pokrifka
__________________
Do you need someplace to
go for Christmas? Check out
these places to go and enjoy
Christmas in Pasadena and the
surrounding area.
If you love shopping, the
Westfield Century City mall, The
Grove, the Westfield Topanga
mall, and the Paseo Colorado, in
Old Pasadena, are great places
to get awesome Christmas
presents for anyone.
Public Ice Skating is a cool
way to hang out with friends
and family during the Christmas
Season. ICE in Santa Monica,
Pasadena Ice Skating Center,
Pickwick Ice in Burbank, and
Holiday Ice Rink in Los Angeles
are all great places to ice skate.
Walt Disney Concert Hall
in LA is a place where many
people visit, because it features
many different concerts playing
all the Christmas music you
could think of. Speaking of Walt
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Physics
- Send emails to teacher
early when you have
any need
- Study by yourself and
prepare for the test
FALL SPORTS CONT.
(use Google)
The coach for the High School Graphic Design
Football team was Coach
- Use creativity and
Richard Rodriguez. John Cho
understand the
from our high school football
programs
team said, “It was a good
ELD support
season and dreams come true if
- Finish the work on
you work hard.”
time.
Worship Band
- Listen to the
instructions.
World History 1 and World
History 2
- Take notes during the
class
- Study for the test by
__________________________
using the given review
line
PE
- Help the coach with
moving equipment
- Be sure to wear PE
uniform
- Have a good attitude
Civics
- Understand the ideas
of politics
- Improve writing
skills.
English Language
Development Class
- Listen and follow the
instructions carefully.
- Ask others if there is
any problem

Disney, Disneyland is a
extremely popular amusement
park featuring tons of the
PLACES TO GO FOR CHRISTMAS
CONT.
season’s attractions. There are
many things to do and places to
go during Christmas near
Pasadena.
__________________________

Isaiah 9:6
For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, and the government will be on his
shoulders. And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace.

AFFORDABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
By Khiam Potts
Ideal Gifts
Clothing
-Sweaters
-Pants
-Shirts
-Shoes
Technology
-Videogames (Physical)
-Videogames (Digital)
-Xbox one
-PS4
-Nintendo Switch
-PC gaming mouse

Movies/Streaming
-Blu-ray DVDs
-Blu-Ray Players
-Netflix prepaid card gift
card
-Google play prepaid gift
card

Starting Prices

Places to Buy Gifts*

Christmas Sale

$4 & up
$10 & up
$5 & up
$24 & up

1. Kmart
2. Ross
3. Walmart
4. Footlocker
5. Shoe city

Yes
Yes
Yes
(Unknown)
(Unknown)

$45& up (New
releases)
$30 & up (New
releases)
$159 & up (Best
deal)
$259 & up
$300 & up
$10 & up

1. Gamestop
2. Best Buy
3. Amazon
4. Walmart
5. PS store
6. Microsoft store

Yes
Yes
(Unknown)
(Unknown)
Yes
Yes

$10 & up new
(releases)
$64 & up
$1 & up

1. Kmart
2. Walmart
3. Gamestop
4. CVS
5. Walgreens
6. Smart & Final

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Affordable Gifts, Cont.
Gift cards
Steam gift cards
Microsoft gift cards
PSN
Starbucks
Kmart
Walmart
Gamestop
CVS
Walgreens
Smart & Final
Toys R Us

$20-$100
$3 - $60
$15 - $60
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up
$5 & up

7. Toys r us

Unknown

1. Kmart
2. Walmart
3. Gamestop
4. CVS
5. Walgreens
6. Smart & Final
7. Toys R Us
8. Starbucks

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

*From least to most expensive
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